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Featured Wines


We love each of our children equally and they all deserve their moment in the spotlight.
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2016 ONE

	
					$79.00
Members: $59.25

	Add to cartView
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2019 DIRECTORS’ CUT CABERNET SAUVIGNON

	
					$37.00
Members: $27.75

	Add to cartView
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2021 SPOSA E SPOSA

	
					$25.00
Members: $18.75

	Add to cartView
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2022 DOLCETTO

	
					$25.00
Members: $18.75

	Add to cartView
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2023 HEARTLAND VERMENTINO

	
					$25.00
Members: $18.75

	Add to cartView
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Easter pack

	Sale!
	
	
	$327.00 $199.00Add to cartView
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ENTERTAINER’S  DOZEN PACK

	Sale!
	
	
	$372.00 $241.00Add to cartView
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Heartland’s Italian Dozen

	Sale!
	
	
	$300.00 $240.00Add to cartView
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Our winemaking evolves as each vintage offers a new opportunity to create something breathtaking and unique.




WINEMAKING







































              

              
                

              

            







Taste Club


The Heartland Taste Club is an annual membership that automatically sends you wine based on your personal preferences.  You can choose how many bottles you want to receive and how often you want to receive them. The greater the quantity the greater the discount and you always receive FREE shipping. You’ll also gain access to member only events and tastings.


LEARN MORE







              

              
                

              

            


              

              
                

              

            


              

              
                

              

            


              

              
                

              

            


              

              
                

              

            



Heartland is that place between the vines with the best view of the gum trees. You might be in another part of Australia or another part of the world …but you can taste it from where you are.



































              

              
                

              

            
















About us


The Heartland story began in the late 1990’s when winemaker Ben Glaetzer became excited about the outstanding quality of fruit being grown in some of South Australia’s lesser-known regions, in particular, Langhorne Creek. 

Together with industry veterans, Scott Collett, Grant Tilbrook and Nick Keukenmeester, they grew Heartland into an award-winning winery, producing the first vintage in 2001.


LEARN MORE






                

            
            
            
            

Follow HEARTLAND






@heartlandwines
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        [image: Come join us and some friends at the @natwinecentre as UnWined UnCovered is back for 2024! 🍷  Come sip & savour some delicious wines from @twohandswines, @majellawines, @knappsteinclare, and @heartlandwines.  When: Friday 22nd March, 4-7pm Where: Wined Bar, NWC Entry: Free!  There’s no better way to knock off on a Friday 😉 See you there!  #NWC #NationalWineCentre #UnWinedUnCovered]
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                        Come join us and some friends at the @natwinecentre as UnWined UnCovered is back for 2024! 🍷

Come sip & savour some delicious wines from @twohandswines, @majellawines, @knappsteinclare, and @heartlandwines.

When: Friday 22nd March, 4-7pm
Where: Wined Bar, NWC
Entry: Free!

There’s no better way to knock off on a Friday 😉 See you there!

#NWC #NationalWineCentre #UnWinedUnCovered
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        [image: We have some nice Christmas week reading and a little early present to us. 🎁   We were delighted to have received excellent reviews from Tony Love for our latest wine vintages. His thoughts and kind points were greatly appreciated by us. Tony has been a highly respected figure in the Australian wine industry for a significant period of time and has made a positive impact on the industry for a long time now. Reviews like these carry a special meaning to us.  Thank you to Tony for his kind words and also to @captainwinepilot   Cheers 🍷]
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                        We have some nice Christmas week reading and a little early present to us. 🎁 

We were delighted to have received excellent reviews from Tony Love for our latest wine vintages. His thoughts and kind points were greatly appreciated by us. Tony has been a highly respected figure in the Australian wine industry for a significant period of time and has made a positive impact on the industry for a long time now. Reviews like these carry a special meaning to us.

Thank you to Tony for his kind words and also to @captainwinepilot 

Cheers 🍷
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        [image: HEARTLAND VERMENTINO 95 Points from Matt Dunne   It’s fantastic to see our latest project getting some positive results.  “… it’s nimble, crafty and edgy. Most of all this wine has a long, intense line and length that is consistent, an absolute gem when it comes to both framework and personality.” - @mattdunnewine]
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                        HEARTLAND VERMENTINO 95 Points from Matt Dunne 

It’s fantastic to see our latest project getting some positive results.

“… it’s nimble, crafty and edgy. Most of all this wine has a long, intense line and length that is consistent, an absolute gem when it comes to both framework and personality.” - @mattdunnewine
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        [image: It was a pleasure to host our Malaysian importers, @dionysus.asia, at our winery last week.  Always love turning the winery into a restaurant, was a delightful time for all.   Thank you.]
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                        It was a pleasure to host our Malaysian importers, @dionysus.asia, at our winery last week.

Always love turning the winery into a restaurant, was a delightful time for all. 

Thank you.
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        [image: Introducing our latest addition to the Heartland family,   2023 Heartland Vermentino.   The Heartland Faithful have asked for a white for some time now. We knew the time was right when noticed a small parcel of the 2023 Veremtino on our vineyards   Please welcome to the clan Heartland Vermentino.   After the success of our Italian wines, Sposa e Sposa (Lagrein/ Dolcetto) and straight Dolcetto it made sense for us to add this bright Italian white to the mix.  Vermentino originally hails from Italy's Liguria region and the Mediterranean Island of Sardinia. It has been grown in Langhorne Creek for around 30 years. Langhorne Creek is an ideal location for Vermentino with our maritime conditions.   Look for a refreshingly aromatic and bright wine full of citrus , pear and lemon peel. Heartland Vermentino has a sea spray character that the wine is known for with a mouth-watering, zesty, long finish.   #vermentino #italianwhite #wine #langhornecreek #heartlandwines #newwine #excited #summerwine]
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                        Introducing our latest addition to the Heartland family, 

2023 Heartland Vermentino.
 
The Heartland Faithful have asked for a white for some time now. We knew the time was right when noticed a small parcel of the 2023 Veremtino on our vineyards 

Please welcome to the clan Heartland Vermentino. 

After the success of our Italian wines, Sposa e Sposa (Lagrein/ Dolcetto) and straight Dolcetto it made sense for us to add this bright Italian white to the mix.

Vermentino originally hails from Italy`s Liguria region and the Mediterranean Island of Sardinia. It has been grown in Langhorne Creek for around 30 years. Langhorne Creek is an ideal location for Vermentino with our maritime conditions. 

Look for a refreshingly aromatic and bright wine full of citrus , pear and lemon peel. Heartland Vermentino has a sea spray character that the wine is known for with a mouth-watering, zesty, long finish. 

#vermentino #italianwhite #wine #langhornecreek #heartlandwines #newwine #excited #summerwine
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        [image: Happy Fathers Day from the dads at Heartland, to all the Father figures out there. Open that decent bottle of wine and enjoy.   Cheers 🍷]
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                        Happy Fathers Day from the dads at Heartland, to all the Father figures out there. Open that decent bottle of wine and enjoy. 

Cheers 🍷
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        [image: Happy International Cabernet Day.   Every region has a varietal hero. We are lucky enough in Langhorne creek that’s is Cabernet Sauvignon.  Soft, generous and immediately drinkable.  Here is to our staff’s favourite wines, Cabernet Sauvignon 🍷]
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                        Happy International Cabernet Day. 

Every region has a varietal hero. We are lucky enough in Langhorne creek that’s is Cabernet Sauvignon.

Soft, generous and immediately drinkable.

Here is to our staff’s favourite wines, Cabernet Sauvignon 🍷
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        [image: Announcement 📣   Heartland are pleased to announce that we are joining forces with the team at Empire Liquor in South Australia.  Empire have an excellent history in our great state and have long been the distribution choice for our sister brand Glaetzer in the local market. With that in mind we are excited to be partnering with them to bring Heartland to you  We will see you for a wine soon 🍷]
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                        Announcement 📣 

Heartland are pleased to announce that we are joining forces with the team at Empire Liquor in South Australia.

Empire have an excellent history in our great state and have long been the distribution choice for our sister brand Glaetzer in the local market. With that in mind we are excited to be partnering with them to bring Heartland to you

We will see you for a wine soon 🍷
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        [image: Our hard working vineyard pruners are enjoying some the winter sun ☀️ while they work.   #goatlife]
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                        Our hard working vineyard pruners are enjoying some the winter sun ☀️ while they work. 

#goatlife
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        [image: Ben Glaetzer uses fine French oak barrels to make the Heartland Wines. Only Dolcetto does not to spend time in barrel as it is intended solely for stainless steel.]
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                        Ben Glaetzer uses fine French oak barrels to make the Heartland Wines. Only Dolcetto does not to spend time in barrel as it is intended solely for stainless steel.
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        [image: After  a bottle of Heartland Shiraz to get me through this adventure, I asked a friend to help me celebrate]
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                        After  a bottle of Heartland Shiraz to get me through this adventure, I asked a friend to help me celebrate
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	Contact
	Terms and Conditions








© Copyright 2018. Heartland Wines.

CRU Support & eCommerce by CRU

ABN: 52 097 911 638
Liquor License: 57603778














        
    


		
		

		
	

	

				

							
				Frequently Asked Questions			

		

		

				
			How do I join the Taste Club?

Simply select 6 or 12 wines from our online store, and the frequency in which you would like to receive them. The first pack will be delivered immediately, and subsequent packs will be delivered based on the frequency selected.

What discount is on offer?

As a Taste Club member, your discount depends on how many bottles of wine you purchase throughout the year. The discounts work as follows:

Every Three Months

6 Bottles – 20% Discount (24 bottles a year)

12 Bottles – 25% Discount (48 bottles a year)

Every Six Months

6 Bottles – 15% Discount (12 bottles a year)

12 Bottles – 20% Discount (24 bottles a year)

Every Twelve Months

6 Bottles – 10% Discount (6 bottles a year)

12 Bottles – 15% Discount (12 bottles a year)

Can I change my wine preferences in the Taste Club?

At any time you can update the volume, frequency, and the actual wines that you wish to receive. We will send you an email two weeks before any scheduled shipment, giving you ample time to make any amendments.

Can I update my details?

You can jump into your My Account page to update payment details, shipping preferences, and wine preferences.

Can I cancel my membership?

You can cancel your Taste Club membership after a minimum of 12 months. Cancellation requests can be submitted via email to [email protected], and must be received at least two weeks in advance of any upcoming scheduled shipment.
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Up to 25% off of RRP on all wines online (discount dependant on frequency and volume of wine selected)
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Special discount coupons to use online and referral vouchers
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Free shipping on any order (within Australia)
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Exclusive invitations to Heartland wine dinners held in all major capital cities at various times throughout the year hosted by Nick or Ben
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Priority access to limited release wines and back vintages
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Invitations to all other events
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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